Westland Sea King HAS 5/6
in 1/350 scale

Parts List
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Main Rotor (Spread)
FOD Shield (Early)
U/C Sponson Struts
Forward Personnel Door
Cargo Door
Tail Rotor
Main Rotor Head Doublers
Main Rotor Head Fairing
Main Rotor (Blades Folded)
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Westland Sea King HAS5 HelicopterAssembly
The top cover for the rotor head can be cut from
a disc of plastic card. This also applies to the
set of spread rotor blades provided as etched
parts 1, that can be fitted instead of the folded
ones.

The kit parts depict the Seaking fitted with
the Sandbox filter in front of the engine intakes.
This is correct for the later fits, but the old style
FOD shield have been supplied in case anyone
wishes to model the Sea King as an earlier Mk5
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The large cargo door can be modeled in the open
position, by carefully cutting the molded door out
from the kit parts and replacing it with etched part
5.

One set of folded and two sets of spread
rotors have been supplied in this set. The
procedure for assembling the folded
rotors has been shown left. The spread
rotors are fitted in a similar manner.
The forward entry door, etched part 4,
can be fitted in the open position as
shown, by carefully removing the kit’s
molded plastic door from the fuselage.
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Humbrol 165
Medium Sea Grey

Other Colours Used
Matt Black...... Wheel Tyres, Undersides of Rotor Blades.
Olive Green..... Top Surfaces of the Rotor Blades
Red and White .... Tail Rotor Blade Tips
Gloss Black.... Tail Rotor Blades

Tips and Hints when working with Photo Etched Metal
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Do not remove the etched parts from the fret until you are ready to use them.
Before assembly, soak the etched parts in a suitable solvent, such as white spirit, to de-grease the surfaces for painting. It is recommended that the entire fret be primed
with an acrylic automotive primer, such as Halfords Grey Primer before assembling any of the parts.
Cyanoacrylate adhesive (Super glue) or contact adhesive such as a white PVA glue may be used.
These can be applied with a pin or piece of stretched sprue.
When removing parts from the fret, place the fret on a hard surface, such as a smooth ceramic tile, in order to prevent parts bending whilst cutting through the holding
tabs. It is suggested that a No.10 rounded type of modelling knife blade is used for this purpose.
When shaping or bending a part, a straight edged blade such as a chisel blade will give a good sharp corner, or alternatively an Atlantic Models Folding Tool ATT 01
or ATT 02 may be found to be useful
If a part is bent incorrectly, lay it on a hard flat surface and roll it flat with a cylindrical object such as a modelling knife handle.
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